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A Penrose tiling is a nonperiodic tiling generated by an
aperiodic set of prototiles named after Roger Penrose, who
investigated these sets in the 1970s. Because all tilings
obtained with the Penrose tiles are non-periodic, Penrose
tilings are considered aperiodic tilings.[1] Among the
infinitely many possible tilings there are two that possess
both mirror symmetry and fivefold rotational symmetry, as in
the diagram at the right, and the term Penrose tiling usually
refers to them.
A Penrose tiling has many remarkable properties, most
notably:
It is nonperiodic, which means that it lacks any
A Penrose tiling
translational symmetry. More informally, a shifted
copy will never match the original exactly.
Any finite region in a tiling appears infinitely many times in that tiling and, in fact, in any other
tiling. This property would be trivially true of a tiling with translational symmetry but is non-trivial
when applied to the non-periodic Penrose tilings.
It is a quasicrystal: implemented as a physical structure a Penrose tiling will produce Bragg
diffraction; the diffractogram reveals both the underlying fivefold symmetry and the long range
order. This order reflects the fact that the tilings are organized, not through translational symmetry,
but rather through a process sometimes called "deflation" or "inflation."
Robert Ammann independently discovered the tiling at approximately the same time as Penrose.
Various methods to construct the tilings have been proposed: matching rules, substitutions, cut and project
schemes and covering.
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Historical background
The sets of tiles proposed by Penrose are among the most simple examples of a counter-intuitive
mathematical fact - the existence of aperiodic sets. In 1961, Hao Wang noted connections between
problems in geometry— specifically problems about tiling— and a certain class of decision problem[2]. As
an aside, he observed that if the so-called Domino Problem were undecidable, then there would have to
exist an aperiodic set of tiles. As the existence of such a set seemed implausible, Wang conjectured no such
set could exist, and that the Domino Problem is decidable for tiles in the plane.
In his 1964 thesis, Robert Berger disproved Wang's conjecture, proving that the Domino Problem is in fact
undecidable, and producing an aperiodic set of 104 distinct tiles. (In his published monograph[3], Berger
gives only a larger set of 20426 tiles.)
This number was further reduced by Donald Knuth, Hans Läuchli and then Raphael Robinson, who gave
an aperiodic set of just six tiles (and simplified Berger's proof) in an elegant 1971 paper [4]. In 1972, Roger
Penrose gave the first of several variations of tiles forcing a hierarchical pentagonal structure, a set of six
tiles. Over the next several years, other variations were found, with the participation of Raphael Robinson,
Robert Ammann and John H. Conway.
In 1981 De Bruijn explained a method to construct Penrose tilings [5] from five families of parallel lines as
well as a "cut and project method," in which Penrose tilings are obtained as two-dimensional projections
from a five-dimensional cubic structure. In this approach the Penrose tiling is considered as a set of points,
its vertices, while its tiles are just the geometrical shapes defined by connecting edges.

The original Penrose tiling (P1)
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The original Penrose tiling was proposed in 1974 in a paper entitled the
Role of aesthetics in pure and applied research[6]. Not more than one
fifth of the paper deals with it but Penrose admits that the tiling was its
real point. Later Penrose acknowledged inspiration from the work of
Johannes Kepler. In his book Harmonices Mundi Kepler explored
tilings built around pentagons and it was shown that his construction can
be extended into a Penrose tiling[7]. Earlier traces of this idea have been
traced to Dürer's work.
Attempting to tile the plane with regular pentagons must necessarily
leave gaps. Penrose found a particular tiling in which the gaps may be
filled with three other shapes: a star, a boat and a diamond, as shown on
the left. In addition to the tiles, Penrose stated rules, usually called
A tiling constructed from
Penrose's original (P1) set of six
matching rules, that specify how tiles must be attached to one another;
tiles
these rules are needed to ensure that the tilings are nonperiodic. As there
are three distinct sets of matching rules for pentagonal tiles, it is common
to consider the set as having three different pentagonal tiles, shown in different colors in the illustration.
This leads to a set of six tiles: a thin rhombus or 'diamond', a five pointed star, a 'boat' (roughly 3/5 of a
star) and three pentagons.
Penrose later found two more sets of aperiodic tiles, one consisting of
tiles known as a 'kite' and a 'dart' (P2) and a second set consisting of
two rhombuses (P3). The translation between a P1 tiling and its
corresponding P3 tiling is illustrated to the right.

Rhombus tiling (P3)
The Penrose rhombuses are a pair of rhombuses with equal sides but
different shapes.

The pentagonal Penrose tiling (P1)
in black on a colored rhombus tiling
(P3) background.

The thin rhombus t has
four corners with angles
of 36, 144, 36, and 144
degrees. The t rhombus
may be bisected along
its short diagonal to
form a pair of acute
Robinson triangles.
The thick rhombus T has angles of 72, 108, 72, and 108
degrees. The T rhombus may be bisected along its long
diagonal to form a pair of obtuse Robinson triangles.

Two kinds of matching rules for Penrose
rhombuses
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assembled. The simplest rule, prohibiting two tiles to be put together to form a single parallelogram, is
insufficient to ensure aperiodicity.[8] Instead, rules are made that distinguish sides of the tiles and require
that only particular sides can be put together with each other. An example of appropriate matching rules is
shown in the upper part of the diagram to the left. Tiles must be assembled so that the curves across their
edges match in color and position. An equivalent condition is that tiles must be assembled so that the
bumps on their edges fit together. The same rules can be specified with other formulations.
There are arbitrarily large finite patches with tenfold symmetry and at most one center point of global
tenfold symmetry where ten mirror lines cross. As the tiling is aperiodic, there is no translational
symmetry—the pattern cannot be shifted to match itself over the entire plane. However, any bounded
region, no matter how large, will be repeated an infinite number of times within the tiling. Therefore a finite
patch cannot differentiate between the uncountably many Penrose tilings, nor even determine which
position within the tiling is being shown. The only way to distinguish the two symmetric Penrose tilings
from the others is that their symmetry continues to infinity.
The rhombuses may be cut in half to form a pair of triangles, called Robinson triangles, which can be used
to produce the Penrose tilings as a substitution tiling. The Robinson triangles are the isosceles
36º-36º-108º and 72º-72º-36º triangles. Each of these triangles has edges in the ratio of (1+√5):2, the
golden ratio. The rules that enforce aperiodicity on a Robinson triangle tiling make the triangles
asymmetric, and each triangle appears in conjunction with its mirror image to form a rhombus, kite, or dart.

Drawing the Penrose tiling P3
The rhombus Penrose tiling can be drawn using the following L-system:
variables:
constants:
start:
rules:

16789[]
+ -;
[7]++[7]++[7]++[7]++[7]
6 → 81++91----71[-81----61]++
7 → +81--91[---61--71]+
8 → -61++71[+++81++91]9 → --81++++61[+91++++71]--71

angle:

1 → (eliminated at each iteration)
36º

here 1 means "draw forward", + means "turn left by angle", and Evolution of L-system for
means "turn right by angle" (see turtle graphics). The [ means save the
n=1,2,3,4,5 and 6
present position and direction to restore them when corresponding ] is
executed. The symbols 6, 7, 8 and 9 do not correspond to any action; they are there only to produce the
correct curve evolution.

Kite and Dart tiling (P2)
The quadrilaterals called the 'Kite' and 'Dart' can also be used to form a Penrose tiling.
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The Kite is a quadrilateral whose four corners have angles of
72, 72, 72, and 144 degrees. The Kite may be bisected along
its axis of symmetry to form a pair of acute Robinson
triangles.
The Dart is a non-convex quadrilateral whose four interior
angles are 36, 72, 36, and 216 degrees. The Dart may be
bisected along its axis of symmetry to form a pair of obtuse
Robinson triangles.
The green and the red arcs in the tiles constrain the placement
of tiles: When two tiles share an edge in a tiling, the patterns
must match at these edges. For example, the concave vertex
of a Dart cannot be filled with a single Kite, but must be filled with a pair of Kites.
Kite and Dart tiles

Deflation
A substitution method known as deflation describes below the steps that will produce a kite and dart
Penrose tiling. Starting with a finite tiling called the axiom, deflation proceeds with a sequence of steps
called generations. The axiom can be as simple as a single tile. In one generation of deflation, each tile is
replaced with one or more new tiles that exactly cover the area of the original tile. The new tiles are
scaled-down versions of the original tiles. The substitution rules guarantee that the new tiles are arranged
according to the matching rules. Repeated generations of deflation produce a tiling of the original axiom
shape with smaller and smaller tiles. Given sufficiently many generations, the tiling will contain a
scaled-down version of the axiom that does not touch the boundary of the tiling. The axiom can then be
surrounded by full-size tiles corresponding to tiles that appear in the scaled-down version. This extended
tiling can be used as a new axiom, producing larger and larger extended tilings and ultimately covers the
entire plane.

An example: three generations of four axioms
This is an example of successive generations of deflation starting from different axioms. In the case of the
'Sun' and 'Star', the scaled-down interior version of the axiom appears in generation 2. The 'Sun' also
appears in the interior of its generation 3.
Name

Generation 0 (or axiom)

Generation 1

Generation 2

Generation 3

Kite (half)
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Dart (half)

Sun

Star

.

Decagonal covering
In 1996 German mathematician Petra Gummelt demonstrated that a covering equivalent to the Penrose
tiling can be built by covering the plane with a single decagonal tile[9] if two kinds of overlap are allowed.
This novel approach is called 'covering' to distinguish it from non-overlapping 'tiling'. The decagonal tile is
decorated with colored patches and the covering rule allows only the overlap of these decorations.

Gummelt's decagon and the two kinds of overlap

Decomposing the decagonal tile into kites and darts transform the aperiodic covering into a Penrose tiling.
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If a fat 'T' rhombus is inscribed into each decagon, that part of the Penrose tiling corresponding to these
shapes is obtained, while places for thin tiles are left unoccupied. The covering method is taken to be a
realistic model for the growth of quasicrystals. Different atomic clusters 'share' the fragments from which
the aperiodic structure is built. The analogy with crystals constructed from a unit cell is restored when the
overlapping decagons are seen as quasi-unit cells.

Fibonacci and golden ratio features
The Penrose tiling, the Fibonacci sequence and the golden ratio are intricately related and perhaps they
should be considered as different aspects of the same phenomenon.
the ratio of thick T to thin t rhombuses in the infinite tile is the golden ratio T/t = φ = 1.618..
the Conway worms, sequences of neighbouring rhombuses with parallel sides, are Fibonacci
ordered appearances of T and t and thus the Ammann bars also form Fibonacci ordered grids
around each 5T - star a segmented Fibonacci spiral is formed by the sides of rhombuses [1]
(http://www.geocities.com/capecanaveral/lab/5833/chaos25.html)
the distances between repeated finite motifs in the tiling grow as Fibonacci numbers when the size of
the motif increases
the distribution of oscillation frequencies in a Penrose tiling shows bands and gaps whose widths
are in proportions expressed by φ.[10]
the substitution scheme
introduces φ as a scaling factor;its matrix is
the square of the Fibonacci substitution matrix; implemented as a symbol sequence ( e.g. 1→101,
0→10) this substitution produces a series of words with lengths which are the Fibonacci numbers
with odd index, F(2n+1) for n=1,2,3.., the limit being the infinite Fibonacci binary sequence
the eigenvalues of the substitution matrix are φ+1 (=φ²) and 2-φ (=1/φ²)

Related tilings and topics
The three variants of the Penrose tiling are
equivalent in the sense of being mutually
locally derivable but other possibilities,
including related nonequivalent tilings, exist.
For instance if the matching rules for the
rhombus tiling are simplified as those for the
kite and dart, a binary tiling [11] is obtained. Its
underlying symmetry is also fivefold but it is
not a quasicrystal.It can be obtained either by
'decorating' the rhombuses of the original tiling
with smaller ones or directly by the
substitutions T → 3T + t, t → T + 2t, but not
by de Bruijn's cut-and-project method.[12] The
hexagon-boat-star and Mikulla-Roth tilings are two other closely related variants.
The aesthetic value of unusual tilings has always been appreciated and remains an abiding source of
interest in them. The formal defining properties of Penrose tilings are typically disregarded when used in
art, as only the visual similarity is noted. The similarity with some decorative patterns used in the Middle
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East has been frequently observed[13] [14] and in a paper by Lu and Steinhardt offered evidence that a
Penrose tiling underlies some examples of medieval Islamic art.[15]
Drop City artist Clark Richert used Penrose rhombuses in artwork in 1970. In more recent times Computer
artist Jos Leys has produced numerous variations on the Penrose theme [2]
(http://www.josleys.com/show_gallery.php?galid=238)
Art historian Martin Kemp has commented a
contemporary decoration which used Penrose tiles
and observed that Albrecht Durer has sketched
similar motifs of a rhombus tiling[16]
Pentaplex Ltd., a company in Yorkshire, England
controlled by Penrose, owns the licensing rights to
Penrose tilings.[17] Penrose and Pentaplex filed a
lawsuit against Kimberly-Clark for breach of
copyright. Kimberly-Clark had allegedly embossed
Penrose tilings on Kleenex quilted toilet paper in the
UK. SCA Hygiene Products later came to control
Penrose tiles covering the MCS building floor at The
University of Western Australia
Kleenex products and reached an agreement with
Penrose and Pentaplex on the Penrose tiling issue.
SCA is not involved in the copyright dispute.[3] (http://docs.law.gwu.edu/facweb/claw/penrose.htm)
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External links
A wealth of information on the Penrose tiling is available on the Internet. Two sites among the best
are: John Savard's pages on Pentagonal Tiling (http://www.quadibloc.com/math/pen01.htm) and
Eric Hwang's Penrose Tiling (http://intendo.net/penrose/info.html)
An implementation of the aforementioned L-System (Blog entry
(http://intertwingly.net/blog/2006/07/06/Penrose-Tiling) / SVG file
(http://intertwingly.net/stories/2006/07/06/penroseTiling.svg) ) as a Scalable Vector Graphic with
ECMAScript by Sam Ruby
QuasiTiler: (http://www.geom.uiuc.edu/apps/quasitiler/) Explanation of why the Penrose tiling is a
projection of 5-dimensional cubes onto a 2-dimensional plane (as shown by Nicolaas Govert de
Bruijn in 1981)
American Mathematical Society article (http://www.ams.org/featurecolumn/archive/penrose.html)
excellently explaining inflation and why the Penrose tiling must be aperiodic
A freeware program (http://www.stephencollins.net/Web/Penrose/Default.aspx) (for Microsoft
Windows) to generate and explore rhombic Penrose tiling. The software was written by Stephen
Collins of JKS Software, in collaboration with the Universities of York, UK and Tsuka, Japan.
Two theories for the formation of quasicrystals resembling Penrose tilings
(http://www.sciencenews.org/sn_arch/10_12_96/bob1.htm)
A Penrose tiling features prominently in the painting Santa Fe Ribbon
(http://www.conniesimon.com/IMG0028.htm) by American artist Connie Simon.
Penrose tiles used in Architecture (http://www.eschertile.com/penrose.htm) by William Chow.
The Geometry Junkyard: Penrose Tiling (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/junkyard/penrose.html)
by David Eppstein.
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